COD

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 100,000

Export country

USA, Germany, China, Japan,
Spain, Thailand, indonesis,
India, Singapore, Taiwan etc

Distribution network
Performance

Lotte Mart etc

Company Introduction
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Manufacturing / OEM & ODM

Onehandlock, BBmom
1
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fashion

Handling with one hand
In order to open cruet, you do not need to take off
vinyl glove or stop cooking.
This unique cruet can keep flavor of seasonings,
prevent seasonings from humidity and stop any
insect.
Easy installation
It takes less than one minute to affix a cruet set.
You can affix it at any favorable place with doublesided tapes and/or bolts. You can place cruet set
under closet, side of drawer or on the sink.
Where you want to install
1.	Under any place, it can be installed under upper
drawer of sink or other tall position.
2.	Over any place, it can be affixed or movable
without affixing.
3.	Beside, it can be installed beside sink or wall.
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Quality
Rating Region

COD is the developper, manufacturer and
exporter of such as kitchenware and household
goods s 2013 Busan invention contest won the
gran prize in Busan superiors in January 2014,
the company established with the patent on
the basis of utensils and household goods the
creation and distribution company that sold
home and abroad.
October, one hand locked Spice Jars’ This was
released in 2015, and in 2015 was selected
to start-up technology businesses grow and
develop through new spice.
As well as the ‘2014 Seoul Idea Competition’ is
a successor company to develop a’ COD
metering spice itself through’ won the Grand
Prize in Seoul and a superior product in
production ideas continue to spice tins and
containers in the field.
#CODLIVING #SEASONING CONTAINER
#ONEHANDLOCK #COD CRUETS #BBMOM

FOB Price

USD 5.5 (150ml 2P),
USD 8.0 (220ml 3P)

M.O.Q.

1,000 SET

Target Customer

20~50 housewife, homemaker

Yong-Woon, Kim

USA, Germany, China, Japan,
Spain, Thailand, indonesis, India,
Singapore, Taiwan etc

+82-2-6448-8555

Target Countries

Distinction

living

Onehand Lock Seasoning Container
Onehand Lock can be opened and closed
with one hand.
Onehand Lock offers various installation
alternatives.
Onehand Lock was awarded at various
invention competitions and patented
internationally.
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baby goods

baby goods

living

(SEASONING CONTAINER)

3

fashion

ONEHANDLOCK
CRUETS SET

242

food

Reliability

food

Price

Contact Point

allhan@naver.com
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